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(Chapter 1) Sound Reinforcement System Basics

1. Amplifying sound and delivering it pleasantly and effectively to the ears of an 
audience is known as _____________________________________.

2. The term transducer refers to ________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________.

3. A Microphone changes sound waves (acoustical energy) into an 
_____________________________________.

4. An amplifier makes an electrical copy of _________________________________

___________________________________________________.

5. The combined increase in signal strength  is known as _______________.

6*.  In what situation would you want an amplifier that does not increase the signal 
strength?______________________________________

7.   What does a typical amplifier require to produce their output signal? _________

__________________________________________________________________.

8.   Functions beyond reshaping, splitting and basic manipulation of an audio signal is 
known as ___________________________________________________.

9.   When more than one microphone and/or other type of audio source is in use, an 
________________________ allows combining of the signals into one or more outputs. 

10.   Equalizers might consist simply of ____________________________________.

11.   Speakers aimed to allow talkers or performers to monitor themselves are literally 
called _______________________.

12.   Effective use of ______________ is considered by many audio engineers to be the 
single most important step in providing high quality sound reinforcement with good 
reason.
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13.   Use of __________________ with the appropriate tonal-quality-related (frequency 
response) characteristics can greatly simplify the equalizing and mixing process, 
particularly with a music performance system.

14.   A microphone’s directional                                                           can, when 
intelligently used, help to provide the best possible pickup of intended sound sources.

15.                                          , used mainly for hallow-bodied acoustic instruments, are 
another commonly used type of ________________________________________.

16.   Signals from                                                (as build into electric bass guitars), and 
signals from electronic sources such as modern keyboard instruments and guitar 
processors, ordinarily would enter a sound reinforcing system via 
_______________________________, also known as direct injection.

17.   Sources such as CD players, or audio signal from videotape or film sound track 
can be adapted to the input of any reinforcement system with the use of simple 
______________________________ as described in chapter 16.

18.   Draw and label your own basic system layout.  

19.   Mixers, for all but the most basic applications, normally allow _______________

____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________.

20.   Additional outboard devices can also be added to automatically regulate the 
desired maximum and/or minimum signal levels, called ________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________.
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21.   Define/describe Effects loop- __________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

22.   A mixer may be designed to have                                                          to allow 
signals to be readily sent to different destinations such as to the inputs of a multitrack 
tape recorder.  

23.   The term Equalization was originally ___________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________.  

24.   The term _______ is now applied to any intentional alteration of frequency 
response.

25.   An _____________  usually allows for control of from 2 to 4 tonal ranges within the 
entire hearing range. 

26.  The two types of EQ most commonly found on a mixer are 
_______________________ and _________________________ EQ. 

27.   The most common format for outboard Eqs is the ubiquitous ______________ EQ.

28.   Practical applications for this type of finely divided EQ might be to compensate for 
irregularities in ________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________.

29.   An amplifiers basic function, is to produce _______________________.

30.   The 3 types of low level amplifiers that are known to exist are ______________

___________________________________________________________________.  

31.   Preamplifiers (preamps, for short), serve to _____________________________

___________________________________________________________________.

32.   Power amplifiers serve to provide an output signal _______________________

___________________________________________________________________.

33.  What is the final step in taking an electrical signal back into the acoustical realm? 
_______________________________________________________________

34.   Can one speaker element be consistent enough to control the directional pattern of 
sound in an effective way?  _____________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________.

35.   For all but the most basic applications, the loudspeaker’s task is divided among 
_________________________________________________________________.

36.  A frequency dividing network which is used to assign the frequencies to a particular 
component is called a what? __________________________________

37.   The task of a crossover is to ________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________.

38.   The crossover serves to help protect speaker elements from being ___________

____________________________________________________________________.  

39.   The quality of ______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________.

40.   The perception of _________________  often varies significantly from one 
individual to another. 
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